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Gity Green 1s the newsletter 

of South Manchester Green 

party and is free to members. 

Two issues will be sent free 

to anyone who is interested, 

after whach an annual subscr= 

iption is fe. Please contact 

the Membership Secretary if 

interested. 

A full newsletter comes out 

every two months,with a brief 

newssheet in between (which 

may not be sent to everyone 

to reduce expenses). This may 

vary slightly according to 

prevailing circumstances. 

Articles for publication 

are welcomed as long as they 

are consistent with editorial 

policy. 

Members and supportess are 

welcome to attend editorial 

collective meetings.The next 

one is mentioned in the Diary 

on the back page. 

Contributers to this issue: 

Bruce Bingham 

    

  

Solicitors 

Guy Otten and 
Patrick Skemp 

are pleased to 

announce the opening 
of their new office at 
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    Editorlal Polley: To promote the ideals of a 
& Green society, to inform of relevant events and 

ideas and to act as a forum for any group or 

individual who in the view of he W oial 
  

339 PALATINE ROAD | 42QAry 
NORTHENDEN 

M22 4HF 

a Toni 
945 1431   

collective is/are likely to be influenced by or 

contribute to the development of Green thought. 

To encourage and facilitate the sdevelopment of 

local Green party policy. To encourage the 

formation and development of local parties and 

4 é p Green groups in Greater Manchester. To encourage 

greener lifestyles. No view will be expressed 

which fosters ab udice or discrimination against 

any section of the community. Notice will be 

Lt 2 given of editorial collective meetings, which all 

members and supporters will be welcome to   See Vio attend. 
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Me te MAYIS® 5.430577 Ae I write this, it's hard to tell how the May elections will gO for our own local party or for the Green Party a a whole. ‘ The headlong rueh of Tory legislation certainly haen't eas we approach them. Indeed Mre Thatcher seeme to be challenging the Opposition, which at the moment 1s eo divided, BY f We have a good chance of standing out in these elections but we will need help from people outside the “activist hub”, The bigger the wheel the faster we can £0! 
- SUGP 1s fielding 15 candidates in @ #0114 block south of the city centre down to Northenden. We aleo have a recently joined member, Bob Wallace, standing in Lightbowne, 1n Borth Yanchester. Anyone who can help canvase/deliver 1000 leaflets 1n Lightbowne get in touch with him on 681 7245, 

We will also be leafleting the following ;: Hulme, Whalley Range, Barlow Moor, Old Moat, Rugholme and Levenshulme. Of these there will be two seate available in Hulme, Old Moat and Barlow Moor, due to councillore resigning. All the candidates appear together on one Ballot form, with the electorate “given” two crosses, It 1g the closest we ever get ‘in perception) to P.R. at the moment and may benefit us. We will have to wait to find out. Hulme 1e@ potentially interesting : the turn out is usually low with Labour winning every time. Fielding a Green candidate for the first time we could do well by mobilising many who have never really been Siven a choice, If you fancy helping get in touch with Paul Cor Jez). 
Last year's results in Rusholme were normal in May and very good on the day of the General Election. A council by-election on June 1ith gave the electorate the chance to vote Green in the local election only, and 6% did so. It was leafletted twice last year, and we are unlikely to hold onto that without canvassing. In some wards we have the opportunity to beat the SDP who are only fielding 5 

candidates. Interesting. 
oe Mout 

As well as Hulmeyand Rusholme, help 16 required in most wards, so Please get in touch with Colin ‘election coordinator), or your 
nearest candidate if you have some spare time. 

We won't force you to do things you don't want to do. Promise! 

Be General leaflets are available for canvassing "“unleafletted" 
wards, ae well ae other stuff, from Beryl Clarke. 

Our candidates: 

   
   

          

   
   

HULME Paul Harrison 226 6683 leaflet 
ARDWICK Jez Hall 226 6683 

| MOSS SIDE Dave Howarth 256 3160 
 -RUSHOLME Bruce Bingham 227 9167 leaflet 

| WHALLEY RANGE Colin Kirby 227 9167 leaflet 
_ LONGSIGHT Linda King 224 7122 
bevisten i Alan King 224 7122 leaflet 

Camel c/o0227 9167 

Dawn Glazier 881 5159 

Brian Candeland 434 7116 leaflet 
ss June Buchan 445 6946 * leaflet 

y= i(‘édLA a HN@ ye 1 434 0339 
r 4 432 6125 
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The following piece wae written by Joe Otren, She dis tte | out: "Tt does not conclude anything that we don can ; does start from a fairly objective, scientific bas : 

HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL PARASITE 

According to ecology, the science, when two et parasite and host, the parasite lives off the host, do ng Ar a Because the parasite depends on the host, anything which a . ae the host is bad for the parasite, A good parasute aaa ese moderate ite damage to the host, increasing the host's chances o Survival, and its own, 
Due to this Phenomenon, evolutionary processes have caused para~ Site/host relationships to become less and lese harmful to the host, HIV, and related viruses are relatively very new, to humans at least, and so cause death, although a virus could never live on a dead host. This makes HIV a bad parasite, By contrast, the Herpes virus causing cold Sores, for example, does not kill and therefore Survives for the natural life of the host, and has a much better Chance of being passed on. It 16 a very old, successful parasite. Applying this to People and the planet, we are Clearly going in 

exactly the wrong direction by increasing the damage to our host, the planet, which we totally depend on. The indiscriminate pursuit of more of everything material, more Srowth and more productivity, 16 therefore inexcusable, and 1llogical even for those who think 
that the planet is theirs to plunder. Homo Sapiens, one of the most sophisticated and intelligent species known, is very bad at being a 
parasite, 

This has to be Changed, and our advantage is that we do not depend on slow and erratic evolutionary processes. Faced with what 
16 in store for US, we must change course, We depend on the Planet. 
We do not depend on its destruction, 

    

Press and Publicity Task Group 

This now exists and consists, so far, of Brian, Bruce, June Buchan and Joseph Otten. We are now monitoring the Manchester Evening News between us, for issues we should know about, watching for the many letters written by our members (! ) etc. This is a Breat sacrifice as none of us likes it, so it would be nice to see a few more Green contributions to it. Bruce ‘227 9167) buys it on Monday & Friday, June (445 6946) on Tuesday & Saturday and Brian (434 7116) on Wed- nesday & Thursday, if you want to check if something is in the paper or not, 
Joe (256 2201) is investigating the local radio stations for greater use by ue, and June 16 working on Granada TV, and has already done a lot of work there on the fluoride issue. Brian is still writing the prese releases, whilst Bruce will in future be maintaining a file on press cuttings. 

Now, a couple of requests: 
Firetly, 1£ any of our readers get City Life regularly, we would like someone to monitor it for relevant issues and investigate how we could make better use of it; volunteers please contact Brian. Secondly, and more important, all the monitoring in the world is pointless without subsequent action ~ we need to be doing and saying _ more newsworthy things. We would particularly like volunteers totake On specific areas of policy, be willing to research these policies and how they relate to local issues, and write material for the local media, Suggestions for topical, eye-catching ‘stunts' or camp _ a@igne which would interest the media are also welcome. Thirdly we welcome other people who want to work in this area. 

se contact Bri    

    

any other task group member if you are



FLOURTIDR TSN'T DRAD 
INDEED IT COULD BE VERYALIVE 4-8 06 

On the @lst of April, South Manchester Health Authority voted in 
favour of fluoridating the water. This great achievement of 
democracy, which will ultimately affect millions, was taken by a 
dozen people, Many abstained and one Cdestor>) voted against the 
proposal, 

Salford have already voted in _ favour. The other Health 
Authorities are taking their decisions shortly. It is therefore 
important that we now lobby other Health Authorities. 

There are WANY unanswered questions as to how the whole thing 
will go, Bolton will probably vote against but we don't know how 
many others will need to do so to prevent fluoridation, Bolton alone 
may be overridden, 

There is just too much to say about fluoridation. The debate has 
raged in the dental/medical professions for years, but the most 
recent opinions are against it because of the many serious doubts as 
to its effects on people's health. 

NOW IT SOUNDS SILLY BUT THE PEOPLE ON THE HEALTH AUTHORITIRS ARE 
OVERWORKED AND, LOOKING AT OUT OF DATE EVIDENCE, THEY JUST WANT TO 
SEE THE END OF THE ISSUE, I.E. "GO AHEAD" SO THAT THEY CAN FORGET 
ABOUT IT. 

This is another reason for us to continue lobbying members of 
other Health Authorities. 

The pro-fluoride lobby is powerful indeed and we can't even be 
sure who's behind it, but how about this..... Gordon Legat, the 
Chairman of SMHA is also the chairman of the Regional Fluoridation 
Publicity Action Group. 

WE ARE GOING TO WIN THIS! 
So far we've been on T.V. over it, which subsequently caused the 

jamming of the Health Authority telephones. Thanks to Joe Otten, a 

fluoride debate/phone-in will take place on Picadilly Radio on 
Wednesday May 4th at lipm. This is a popular phone-in/discussion/ 
music show. We may also be on BBC 2's "Nature", 

THE BALL IS ROLLING —- PLEASE, PLEASE LET'S PULL TOGETHER AND MAKE 
SURE WE SUCCEED. 

proper opinion poll has never been conducted. [In other 
countries about 75% arre always opposed, We are calling for a proper 
public debate. The media are getting there. WE are getting there! 

June Buchan, our candidate for Old Moat, has been working very 
hard on the fluoride issue recently, and her canpatgn will be based 
largely on this issue. 

THE WHOLE WARD will receive a leaflet which we hope will bring 
the issue RIGHT OUT INTO THE OPEN. 

If you want to help, or still believe the pro-fluoride lobby's 
_ “perfectly safe" claims, please get in touch with June (445-6946), 

Beryl (225-1347), Bruce (227-9167) or Brian (434-7116). 

A 

 



BUROBLECTION CANDIDATE ELECTION 

Here's another voting opportunity for 7 P aga ieee 
ar's Bureelections starts now with the election a. a 

Panera living in Manchester Central ee outs 

chance to vote for one of two candidates - both 7 ce Shenae “a 
ester members - or to veto both and re-open nominat Sey hin a Furo- have the option, if you wish, to vote against us fie S t Aa) eandidate. A vote for the latter though, I mst Peet ais th affect the strategy of other parties who wish to contest e 
seats for media purposes, 

Bach candidate was allowed up toa 150 words and by Bed oe” 
coin Colin Kirby's ‘submission' appears first, folloawe y : 
Gandeland' s, 

The vast majority of you reading this probably have never met Brian or myself and will find it difficult to decide between us. 
However it is important that you do vote, to prevent the candidate being chosen by a handful of active members. 

One of the reasons for Standing at a Buro-election is to involve People in the Green movement. We must be seen to be a radical alternative to the policies of despair of the other parties, while recognising that real power is in the hands of ordinary people - if only they knew it. This message must be emphasised in All our campaigns, including the Buro-election. 
Please remember to vote in the May elections if there is a Green Party candidate. 

Yours in peace, Colin. 

T have been a member of the Party for seven years and have been active in the South Nanchester Green Party for over three years. [ have experience in Canvassing, public Speaking, radio interviews and writing in the local press, and I have a local elections candidate in Barlow Moor ward for the last three years. I see the coming Buropean Flections campaign as the greatest opportunity yet to put Green Party policies on the political agenda, particularly those relating to international and economic issues. k If selected, I would phase out most of my other Party commit- _ ‘ments, so as to concentrate fully on being a good candidate, and I would want plenty of support from other Green Party members in the 

   

  

    

     

   

  

   

    

eeee See a Caadelenel 

  . 

= Voting slips are attached, for members, elsewhere. The deadline is on the slip. Please return these to Steve Clarke, membership secretary. 

For the Zurqpeon Weve, 
roetad _ GERNAN NEP VISITS MANCHESTER 

ully you will get this in time! 
malba-Hoth is now in England and will be at a meeting on 

Yop 1 nm informal chance to find out about the 
an issues for the 1989 Furo-elections. 

are housing,refugees and environmental/ 
ae   
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WHAT IS GREEW PARTY COUNCIL? 
yi Tt is the body that o things as campaigns, policy 

» Co-ordinating such 
relations with other Gre 

administration and international 
en Parties, within limits set by the Annual General Meeting of th 

on: ee pew Ck: It comprises 14 Area representatives, 
eople @ postal ballot of all party members, four 

Wee from the floor of the AGM and three councillor 

ie parce he TY oo is represented by two people, who take it 

These are Colin eee speaker' and to vote at each meeting. 
Both ff yi Manchester) and Peter Kavanagh (Liverpool). 

us try to attend every Council meeting as well as the 
meetings of those committees on which we serve (Colin on 'Confer- 
ences', Peter on 'Elections'). 

There are two more full Council meetings before the Party's 
Autumn Conference: June 26th and September Srd & 4th. Unfortunately, 
these are both likely to take place in London, making it difficult 
for other NW members to attend as observers. However, we are both 
acutely aware that when sitting on Council we represent all 700+ 
members of the Area. Consequently we are more than ready to take up 
and pass on any requests for individuals, and can be contacted... 

  

Colin's address appears on the back of this newsletter, 
Peter Kavanagh: 25 Mersey Road, Liverpool L17 6AG, 051 427 2536 

  

  

A_national Political Futures Conference will be taking place in 
September, but before that a brainstorming session will take place 

in Manchester on MAY 29TH , to produce an agenda, ideas etc. for the 

conference itself. Please come along to any or all of this on the 
day, or pass on your ideas to someone else. 

As yet the venue for September is unfixed - WE NEED A VENUE to 
hola t=>Oe people, which is not too expensive, for Srd & 4th of 
September. Ideas to Sue Ledger : 35 Churchill Street, Stockport, SK4 
INB, tel. 480 2650. 

The brainstorming session takes place on/28th May \starting at 
NOON in room 2 of Manchester Town Hall. 

The next Area Conference takes place on 14th & 15th May at the 
Marchesi Centre, Windermere, starting at noon. Time will be set 
aside for leisure, hopefully making for a relaxed time. Transport 
and domestic arrangements are being made at the moment. Agenda Items 
and Workshops should be sent to Robin Lomte, 5 Liehthurst Ave. 
Chorley. é : 

Having received no correct entries by the deadline, for the Prize 
Crossworm in the last issue, I have decided to extend the closing 
date to May 16th at noon. Since I also received no incorrect entries 
I have decided to enter myself. Anyone willing to open the envelope 
please contact Bruce ! 
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The jumble sale we had recently raised £100. Wea 
sell the left- 

paced Lar. 
We will therefore probabl 
ley Range. 

   
    

     

decided not ta over jumble to a dealer and it is currently in Colins 

y hold another one soon somewhere in 
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sATUKURY «MAY ZH. - DEOBURY FESTIVAL m 
DLDsPuY PARK, 2pm. ~We have 2 stalf- 
help wanted, please coptact Beryl on 
a ae 

TUcslAY 4AY ford, ~ BUSENESS MEETING 

at GER/L + S7Teve's, 82 MILWhLN FORM, 
LEVENSHULME, 7LS5¢n fill Members 
Ve lcome-. 

GAT-sUN |u--I5 MAY - KOH CONFERENCE 
/WINICRMER € (sce (7) 

ERIBY 2oT MAY — DEADLINE FoR VOTING 
ON EURO-CLECTLON CANOLATE. 

SAT. 2B 7H. MAY - POLITICAL Furukes 
CVT (see P7) 
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CONTACTS | 

Some of these have Gases H Help pi 
required in most cases 
group surrounding the post. 

Branch contact /secretary: 
Brian Candeland, 26 Tintern Ave, 
Ww. Didsbury ( 434 7116 ) 

Fundraising / treasurer; (445 0219) 
Guy Otten, Zi Ballbrook Ayv., M20 

Membership, materials, FLUORIDE: 
Steve & Beryl Clarke, ( 225 1347 ) 
82 Milwain Rd., Levenshulme. 

Newsletter editorial collective: 
Yo Bruce Bingham, ( 227 9167 ) 
9 Whalley Grove, W. Range. 

Press & publicity: Brian Candeland 
see Branch contact. (434 7116 ) 

  

  

Elections and twig co-ordinator: 
Colin Kirby, Flat 1, 
16/18 Whalley Rd., W. Range. 

PEMOIDE , ; 

wing. Bids , we Sa.Murst 

 O)Ur shorn 5 » 44S 6146 

wen Il—— roe Cakes 

Livde Kirn - 
ae winder Road, 

2245-7122 

Diary Dates: Alain Kahan. 
201 Slade Lane,Levensnulme 

(73 4601 day,< P74 eve! ir) 

  

  

  

  

Want to keep in touch with what's 
going on? Join the network now ! 

Network: Candeland Fegan mecca 

  

Membership 
Rates 

Voinm today 

  

Swe £ 6 4. 6 

  

          

 


